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09 March
Credit Suisse Group AG is poised to name Prudential Plc’s Tidjane 
Thiam to replace Brady Dougan as chief executive officer as the bank 
grapples with regulations and investigations that have hurt earnings, 
according to two people briefed on the plan.

Barclays Plc will retain its private bank in Switzerland after its Swiss 
chief resigned, according to an executive at the bank’s wealth 
management division.

President Barack Obama on Monday unveiled an initiative to connect 
companies with local governments to train technology workers as 
part of an effort to deal with wage stagnation.

Transnet SOC Ltd. is boosting its capacity as piracy in Somali waters 
offers South Africa an opportunity to increase its share in the 
transshipment of goods between Asia.

10 March
U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron’s foreign policy risks fracturing 
the alliance of European democracies just as Russia increases its 
aggression, the opposition Labour Party will warn.

The European Central Bank may see greater capital outflows from 
the region than policy makers anticipated under its bond-buying 
program, pushing record low yields down even further.

The dollar’s ascent to highs not seen since the invasion of Iraq sent a 
shock wave through American stocks, erasing gains for the year on 
concern earnings are in worse shape than investors recognized.

The port of Prince Rupert, Canada’s closest gateway to East Asia, 
plans to expand its container capacity by about 60 percent as it vies 
with U.S. hubs to connect the Midwest to the Pacific.

12 March
Worldwide personal-computer shipments will fall further than forecast 
this year as the strong U.S. dollar and the lack of new products threaten 
sales, researcher IDC said.

Greece’s war of words with Germany deepened as Greece renewed 
demands for war reparations and formally complained about Finance 
Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble.

Russia’s expanding military presence, from Vietnam to Latin America, 
is reviving Cold War-style tensions with the U.S.

The U.K. is looking to join China’s Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, 
becoming the first “major western country” to apply for membership, 
Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne said.

13 March
Fortum Oyj is targeting growth through acquisitions after completing 
the biggest divestment in its history, its interim chief executive officer 
said.

Hedge funds exited gold at the fastest pace in more than four months 
on mounting speculation the Federal Reserve is getting closer to 
raising U.S. interest rates that have been near zero since 2008.

The dollar maintained its rally, trading near a 12-year high versus the 
euro as investors considered the timeline for higher U.S. interest rates 
ahead of this week’s Federal Reserve meeting. Crude oil extended its 
slump.

Standard Chartered Plc’s private-equity unit is in talks to invest in 
Jordanian tissue and paper products maker Fine Hygienic Holdings, 
according to two people with knowledge of the plan.

11 March
Sweden’s finance minister has one big concern: inflation, or more 
precisely, the lack thereof that’s now forcing the central bank to 
enact unprecedented stimulus in a full reversal on earlier tightening.

The biggest commercial pension fund in Denmark says investors 
interested in selling bonds to the European Central Bank should 
probably act before clear signs emerge that the euro area is in a 
recovery.

Thailand will need more than a surprise interest-rate cut to revive 
investor demand for the nation’s equities as earnings miss estimates 
by the most in five years and some of the world’s largest securities firms 
turn bearish.

Taiwan’s dollar dropped the most in three weeks as global funds cut 
holdings of local stocks on speculation an improving U.S. economy will 
encourage the Federal Reserve to start raising interest rates.
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